
"Co-Creating a New Culture of Healthcare in Healing"

ABOUT US: Options is the oldest naturopathic clinic in Ohio, formed in 1999 by Dr. Erin Holston
Singh. We are a clinic, apothecary, and e-commerce brand expanding into a holistic therapy
center and educational outlet. Addressing the root causes, we reverse suppressed illness,
leading to transformation and true healing. While our patients come from all walks of life and
present with a variety of health concerns, we are the leaders in metabolic, terrain-centric
cancer care along the lines of the Metabolic Terrain Institute of Health and the work of Dr. Nasha
Winters.

Besides being a growing profitable business, we are also on a mission. We believe that modern
healthcare is mostly broken. We are looking for team members who passionately believe that
incorporating the inclusion of mind and spirit in disease treatment will revolutionize the treatment
of chronic disease. To read more about us, visit our website. If you believe in our mission and are
ready to make a difference, please contact lillian@optionsnaturopathic.com.

Apothecary Assistant

POSITION SUMMARY: The environment is fast-paced and requires daily hands-on involvement. As
the “one stop shop” that provides our clientele everything they need from our highly-curated
selection of professional-grade products, we ship nationally and internationally for non-local
patients. The full-time Apothecary Assistant role is critical to our patients’ timely receipt of
product orders. Responsible for overseeing purchasing & receiving our 850+ product inventory
through Shopify’s PoS system, the processing of orders & shipments to patients & customers, this
role requires problem solving skills and critical thinking. We are a small business and welcome
evolution of our methods and processes as each employee is a valued team member.

MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES:
● Strategic purchasing attending to gross margins and critical product availability
● Stocking received wholesale orders onto the shelves upon arrival
● Shipping 10-30 orders per day to our customers from our online apothecary
● Phone order processing
● Maintaining vendor relationships to optimize product margins
● Oversight of updating all product images and descriptions on our online shop
● Product education, with opportunity to evolve into a “docent” role

CRITICAL COMPETENCIES FOR SUCCESS

https://www.optionsnaturopathic.com/about-us/
mailto:lillian@optionsnaturopathic.com


KEY SKILL CRITERIA
● Previous experiencing in purchasing and vendor relationships is highly valued
● Logical and strategic ability to prioritize daily work flow
● Proficient in / capacity to learn Shopify PoS, Microsoft Office, Google Drive/docs, and

other cloud-based Apps
● Demonstrates a high level of energy and desire to achieve optimal success
● Experience in a medical environment &/or customer support a plus
● Strong problem solving and creative skills and the ability to exercise sound judgment and

make decisions based on accurate and timely analyses
● Demonstrates integrity and dependability with a strong sense of urgency and

results-orientation

BEHAVIOR
● Demonstrates a philosophical alignment with the primary Vision of Options
● Interest in herbal medicine, supplements, and homeopathy
● Customer Centric - puts great emphasis on customer success and customer happiness
● Patience - able to accept or tolerate delays and/or problems
● Dedicated - willing to do what is best for the customer and for Options.
● Integral - acts and communicates in a trustworthy manner
● Critical Thinking - performs objective analysis & evaluation of issues to form a judgment
● Team Player – works for the good of and cohesively within the team

COMPENSATION: Based on experience and skill set.

BENEFITS
Options supports all employees to attend to their ‘terrain’, as the fundamental custodian of
optimal health. Thus, in alignment with our Core Values, we offer various discounted avenues to
utilize the methods of healthcare that we espouse. Understanding our methods, i.e. having an
experience-to-understand, is critical to our collective success as we co-create a new culture of
healthcare. These benefits are to be used solely at the employees’ discretion and are not
required, mandated nor expected.

As such, Options offers employees the following:
● Wholesale discount on our broad inventory of over 850+ nutraceuticals, grocery items

and homeopathic medicines



○ 40% discount / 10% mark-up on all items in our apothecary, as well as anything
available to us that can be added to other orders for free shipping

● Discount on all lab tests (wholesale cost/company’s price) available to our clinic
● One 45-minute lab review with one of our doctors every quarter at no cost
● Healing Work / Group Sessions & Workshops
● Individual sessions with members of the “Cocreatrice” (our local independent network of

aligned healing practitioners) at varying discounts, dependent on type & frequenc
○ Group sessions (co-facilitated with Dr. Erin)
○ HOSD (Heartfulness Organization & Systems Development) & Gestalt Workshops,

as scheduled with the team/in employee retreats

We believe the conventional insurance system does not have much to offer in the way of actual
maintenance or generation of health. Medical benefits may be added in the near future, as
needed, desired or required in conjunction with our growth as we are continually lengthening
the list of benefits as we grow.


